The design that I came up with is less of a design of the entire phone, and more of a feature of the interface. Shown above is the interface to the contact list. Next to each of the names is a ring with a dot at its center. The color of both of the rings and dots will be green, yellow, or red based on how long it has been since the user has talked to that contact. The inner dot is for outgoing – how when the last time you called that contact; while the ring is for incoming – the last time that contact called you.

This interface would be targeted at those who have many friends and have trouble keeping in touch with all of them. At any time, they might be able to sort the list by reverse-order called, so that they can easily see who they haven't talked to for a while and choose to either talk to them or leave them off the list. This interface also gives hints to one-sided relationships. For instance, it has been a while since this user has called Aaron, while Aaron has recently called this user. You can also see that This user called Carissa lately, but it may have been a few days or more since Carissa has called this user.